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LETY OUT LOUD 
BY ANGELA CERVANTES
Lety Muñoz loves volunteering at the Furry Friends 

Animal Shelter . . . When the shelter needs a 

volunteer to write animal profiles, Lety jumps at the 

chance. But grumpy classmate Hunter also wants to 

write profiles--so now they have to work as a team. 

Hunter's not much of a team player, though. He 

devises a secret competition to decide who will be 

the official shelter scribe. Whoever helps get their 

animals adopted the fastest wins. The loser scoops 

dog food. Lety reluctantly agrees, but she's worried 

that if the shelter finds out about the contest, they'll 

kick her out of the volunteer program. Then she'll 

never be able to adopt Spike, her favorite dog at the 

shelter!"



ONE THIRD NERD
BY GENNIFER CHOLDENKO

Ten-year-old Liam and his two younger 

sisters, precocious third-grader Dakota 

and second-grader Izzy, who has Down 

syndrome, face the possibility of losing 

their beloved dog, Cupcake, who 

keeps urinating on their apartment's 

carpet



THE REMARKABLE JOURNEY OF 
COYOTE SUNRISE 

BY DAN GENEINHART

Twelve-year-old Coyote and her 

father rush to Poplin Springs, 

Washington, in their old school 

bus to save a memory box buried 

in a park that will soon be 

demolished. 



SONG FOR A WHALE
BY LYNNE KELLY

Twelve-year-old Iris and her 

grandmother, both deaf, 

drive from Texas to Alaska 

armed with Iris's plan to help 

Blue-55, a whale unable to 

communicate with other 

whales. 



BECAUSE OF THE RABBIT
BY CYNTHIA LORD

On the last night of summer, Emma and 

her Maine game warden father rescue 

a small domestic rabbit stuck in a 

fence; the very next day Emma starts 

fifth grade after years of being home 

schooled, excited and apprehensive 

about making new friends, but she is 

paired with Jack, a hyperactive boy, 

who does not seem to fit in with 

anyone--except that they share a love 

of animals, which draws them together, 

because of the rabbit. 



RESCUING RIALTO: A BABY SEA 
OTTER’S STORY

BY LYNDA V. MAPES

On a sunny August morning in 2016, a baby sea 
otter was found washed up on the sand. 

Orphaned and sick, Rialto was taken to the 

Seattle Aquarium, where his dedicated 

caretakers nursed him back to health and 

taught him how to be an otter. Soon, the 

charming Rialto was stealing hearts as he 

played with toys made of ice, swam in his very 

own pool, ate tasty clams, and floated on his 

back. Learn about Rialto's rescue--and how you 
can help to save this endangered species



MEENA MEETS HER MATCH
BY KARLA MANTERNACH

Third-grader Meena Zee 

navigates the triumphs and 

challenges of family, 

friendship, and school while 

being diagnosed with 

epilepsy



SAVING FABLE 
BY SCOTT REINTGEN

Indira has been a character-in-waiting her entire life. 

So she can't believe her luck when she's finally 

chosen to travel to Fable and study at the renowned 

Protagonist Preparatory, a school known for 

producing the best heroes. But Indira's dreams of 

achieving hero status don't exactly go as planned. A 

failed audition lands her in the school's side-

character track, and her best efforts to prove 

advisors wrong are constantly sabotaged. Indira is 

starting to feel like an evil antagonist might be to 

blame. As the danger spreads, Indira discovers all of 

Fable is under siege. With her friends Maxi and 

Phoenix by her side, she pieces together clues that 

will reveal who is behind the dark magic threatening 

them all. 



THE ODDMIRE BOOK ONE: 
CHANGELING

BY WILLIAM RITTER

Magic is fading from the Wild Wood. To renew 

it, goblins must perform an ancient ritual 

involving the rarest of their kind—a newborn 

changeling. But when the night arrives to trade 

a human baby for a goblin one, something 

goes terribly wrong. After laying the changeling 

in a human infant’s crib, the goblin Kull is briefly 

distracted. By the time he turns back, the 

changeling has already perfectly mimicked the 

human child. Too perfectly: Kull cannot tell 
them apart, so he leaves both babies behind.



BIRDIE 
BY EILEEN SPINELLI

Still grieving for her father, 

twelve-year-old Birdie 

struggles to adjust to many 

changes, including when her 

grandmother, her mother, 

and her best friends all begin 

dating. 



ROLL WITH IT
BY JAMIE SUMNER

Twelve-year-old Ellie, who has 

cerebral palsy, finds her life 

transformed when she moves with 

her mother to small-town 

Oklahoma to help care for her 

grandfather, who has Alzheimer's 

Disease. 



A MONSTER LIKE ME
BY WENDY S. SWORE

Convinced that if she looks 

like a monster on the outside 

(a blood tumor covers half of 

her face), she must be a 

monster on the inside as well, 

Sophie tries to find a cure 

before her mother finds out 

the truth. 



THE LIGHT JAR
BY LISA THOMPSON

Nate and his mother are escaping from 

his emotionally abusive step-father, 

Gary, but the run-down and 

abandoned cottage in the woods that 

his mother takes them to does not seem 

like much of a refuge; but when his 

mother goes off to buy provisions and 

does not come back Nate is left alone 

(except for his imaginary friend Sam) 

and afraid--until a mysterious girl trying 

to solve the clues of a long-ago 

treasure hunt turns up. 



STARGAZING 
BY JEN WANG

Growing up in the same 

Chinese-American suburb, 

perfectionist Christine and 

artistic, confident, impulsive 

Moon become unlikely best 

friends, whose friendship is 

tested by jealousy, social 

expectations, and illness



A GREEN PLACE TO BE: THE CREATION 
OF CENTRAL PARK

BY ASHLEY YAZDANI
In 1858, New York City was growing so fast that new 

roads and tall buildings threatened to swallow up the 

remaining open space. The people needed a green 

place to be. When a citywide contest solicited plans 

for creating a park out of barren swampland, Calvert 

Vaux and Frederick Law Olmsted put their heads 

together to create the winning design. By winter, the 

lake opened for skating. By the next summer, the 

waterside woodland known as the Ramble opened 

for all to enjoy. Meanwhile, sculptors, stone masons, 

and master gardeners joined in to construct thirty-

four unique bridges, along with fountains, pagodas, 

and band shells, making New York's Central Park a 

green gift to everyone. 


